Call for Papers

14th Workshop on Labour Economics, 7–8 April 2022

Workshop on Labour Economics 2022

The IAAEU and the Chair of Personnel Economics at Trier University are pleased to announce the 14th Workshop on Labour Economics, taking place entirely online on 7–8 April 2022.

The workshop provides a forum that allows scientists to network while fostering the exchange of research ideas and results. We welcome both theoretical and empirically oriented submissions. Solicited contributions from a range of topics and perspectives are welcome, including but not restricted to: labour and personnel economics, human resources, well-being, migration, inequality, and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. We particularly encourage PhD students to submit their research.

Up to 45 minutes are allotted for each presentation, including discussion. We aim to assign senior workshop participants as discussants to papers presented by PhD students.

Deadline for Submissions: 21 January 2022

Interested researchers are invited to submit electronic versions of extended abstracts or full papers (preferred) no later than 21 January 2022 to wle@iaaeu.de.

Notification of acceptance for presentation will be sent by 25 February 2022. If accepted, full papers must be submitted by 18 March 2022.

No Conference Fee

This year, we will not be charging a conference fee.

Local Organisers

Laszlo Goerke, Yue Huang, Björn Becker

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact the local organisers at wle@iaaeu.de.

For further information, please visit our website at: http://www.iaaeu.de/wle2022.

Information on the past workshops can be viewed here.